Background

- Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder caused by a genetic mutation and is associated with intellectual disability, anxiety disorders, behavioral and learning challenges, and various physical disabilities (Chevedden, 2015).
- Significant heterogeneity exists in the extent of behavioral and cognitive deficits across individuals with FXS, which includes mild to severe learning difficulties and autistic behaviors (Chaste et al., 2012).
- Heterogeneity in symptomology poses a significant challenge when developing a clinical outcome assessment strategy to measure treatment benefit, and to support drug development for future trials in FXS.
- A conceptual model is a visual representation of the concepts considered to be important and relevant to a specific condition (e.g., symptoms, impacts, treatment, and caregiver-related concepts), and can be used for the development of a clinical outcome assessment strategy.

Objective: To conduct a review of qualitative literature in FXS to identify key symptoms and associated impact concepts relevant to individuals with FXS aged 13-30 years in order to inform the development of a conceptual model.

Method

Identification of relevant source material

- Peer-reviewed literature: A search strategy using database subject headings and keyword searches to combine disease-specific and research method search strings was developed to identify articles reporting the qualitative experience of individuals with FXS and their parents/caregivers (Medline®, Embase® and PsycINFO electronic databases).
- 418 abstracts pertaining to the qualitative experience of individuals with FXS and their parents/caregivers were returned, with five articles (Abbeduto, 2014; Fourie, 2012; Medved 2004; Weber 2016; Woodcock, 2009) then fully reviewed based on the following inclusion criteria:
  - Inclusion criteria for peer-reviewed articles:
    - Journal article
    - Title and/or abstract includes relevant disease-specific term
  - Abstract indicates symptoms or impacts relevant to FXS
  - Abstract reports data relating to those aged 13-30 years
  - Abstract reports qualitative data documenting patient/caregiver experience of FXS

- Caregiver interviews: Interview and focus group transcripts (non-verbatim) from a previous qualitative research study that was designed to explore the caregiver experience of FXS were included in this review. Although the study focused on behavior, decision making, and treatment options, any information regarding the key symptom and impact concepts relevant to individuals with FXS was extracted.
- Online blogs/forums: Considering the limited qualitative literature pertaining to FXS, publicly available online blogs and forums used by patients with FXS were reviewed to provide a rich source of qualitative data relating to the real-world experience of patients.
- Additional sources: A search of key conference proceedings, a Google Scholar review, and a review of key reference lists of selected articles were also completed to identify relevant information.

Results

Conceptual Model of Symptoms and Impacts Related to the Experience of Fragile X Syndrome

- Based on the concepts elicited, seven domains with a total of 62 concepts related to the experience of individuals with FXS were developed. These included behavior (16 concepts), cognition (9 concepts), speech and communication (7 concepts), activities of daily living (10 concepts), social impacts (8 concepts), emotional impacts (7 concepts), and sensorimotor perception (5 concepts).
- Key symptom concepts included developmental delays in both learning and verbal communication, hyperactivity, impulsivity, and issues with short-term and working memory.

Example quotes from caregiver interviews, focus groups and literature

- “She sometimes throws temper tantrums, followed by her family, or behaviorally inappropriate and inappropiately and...” Caregiver interview (Daughter, 15)
- “She is very demanding. The last 2 months or so, she has been really challenging 24 hours a day.” Caregiver interview (Daughter, 24)
- “She is not able to be empty nesters...” getting her same job, helping in organizing meals, keeping them safe.” Online blog (Son, 26 and 28)
- “The child’s temper seems to be the main challenge. Can make or break my day.” Caregiver interview (Son, 15)

Example quotes from caregiver interviews, focus groups and literature

- “In the evening...”Caregiver interview (Daughter, 24)
- “I hope it won’t happen...” getting your same job, helping in organizing meals, keeping them safe.” Online blog (Son, 26 and 28)
- “My anxiety is a big deal...” achieving some life, with a job, that’s my goal.” Online blog (Son, 26 and 28)
- “She doesn’t...be crowding. She doesn’t...be a lot of noise.” Online blog that’s my goal.” Caregiver interview (Daughter, 24)

Conclusion

- Findings from the literature review, online materials and caregiver interviews were largely consistent and supported the development of the first known FXS conceptual model.
- The conceptual model provides a valuable resource to inform a clinical outcome assessment strategy and identify key outcome measures for potential use in FXS clinical trials.

- Concept elicitation interviews with caregivers of individuals with FXS and clinicians are recommended to further support the concepts identified in this review.
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